This is the chart for the New
Moon on 7th/8th November,
depending upon where you live,
when the Sun and Moon at 16:03
pm GMT London will be in Scorpio
at 150 11’. All New Moons mark
a new start, a new cycle, they are
times for setting an intent which
will develop and grow through the
lunar cycle building on the
previous cycle.
So continuing on from last
month’s New Moon in Libra, when
the focus was upon finding inner
Balance – reconciling the tension
of opposing forces that need to
find harmony and equilibrium this New Moon in Scorpio dives
deeper into the hidden causes of
this tension that is to be found
within the Shadow Consciousness
of both the individual and the
Collective Consciousness.
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For your local time for the New Moon go to
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For the Fourth Ray of ‘Harmony
Through Conflict’ flows through
Scorpio. This is the burning ground
through which the Personality embodied Soul will eventually merge, in this, or another lifetime,
with the Monad at the Fourth Initiation. It is the arena where the final ‘battle’ is fought and
redemption found between the ‘Dweller on the Threshold’ and the ‘Angel of the Presence’.
Where all the subtle egoic influences from many lifetimes are brought to Light to be Transformed.
The Journey through Scorpio is symbolized by the Scorpion evolving
into the Eagle and finally into the Phoenix – Hiding in Darkness,
Soaring in Air and Abiding in Light.
For Pluto, the planetary ruler
of Scorpio, will bring to Light, all that is hidden, so that ultimately
three Lights may meet - the Light of Form, the Light of the Soul
and the Light of Life, representing the personality, the Soul and
the Monad.
In the chart below you will see that the Sun and Moon, opposite the
Earth, are on Gene Keys 1 and 2 and you will also see how these
archetypal energies describe and assist this fusion of the opposites –
of moving beyond duality into a Unity of Consciousness.

The Sun and Moon are on GK 1, Moving from the Shadow of Entropy to the Gift of Freshness to
the Siddhi of Beauty

The state of Entropy is rather like a vacuum state. Your system is recharging so the energy
within you withdraws into a kind of stasis. The resulting feelings, or lack of feeling and/or
enthusiasm provide a delicate environment for something quite special to occur, if you are
patient enough to allow it.
This 1 st Gift is called the Gift of Freshness because whatever emerges out of its numbing
chemistry field is absolutely new.
Freshness conveys aliveness, as though it refers to
something burning with an inner fire. This is exactly how people empowered by the 1 st Gift
express themselves creatively, as though surrounded by a halo of something brought with
them from another world…...
This Gift brings the potential to be a clear vessel for the creative process so that evolution
can flow through you and find its way to a permanent state of Love Beauty and Unity. ’

In Human Beings the 1st Siddhi is Beauty and as with all Siddhis it is also reliant upon its
programming partner the 2nd Siddhi of Unity. Beauty lies in the Unity of all. True Beauty
when manifested and realised in a human being, presupposes a state of union with the
totality. When the 1st Siddhi dawns inside you, everything in the Cosmos is experienced as
beautiful and fresh. Even the Shadow state is beautiful. In Beauty nothing lies outside the
Unity of everything.
Everything shines with the essence of its uniqueness and yet at the same time it all sha res a
single Source. To be awakened in this way is to become a great inspiration to humanity. At
the Shadow level there is Entropy – at the Siddhic level we find ourselves in an eternal field of
Syntropy.
Syntropy refers to the movement of energy within infinite dimensions, all imbued with
Consciousness and all united by Order and Love. When this inner Divine Fire is released
through your DNA you become capable of miraculous power.’
The Earth, opposite to the Sun and Moon, is on Gene Key 2 Moving from the Shadow of
Dislocation to the Gift of Orientation to the Siddhi of Unity
‘It is this disconnection and dislocation from our origins that creates a sense of fear and
destruction. Separated from our own Innate Nature, a collective fear has been generated that
pervades our individual lives as well.
The 2nd Gift has a special role within the DNA in that it
creates an ‘attractor field’ around you. As the frequency
through the 2nd Gift rises you live more harmoniously and
the electromagnetic power of your aura increases. As you
let go into the feminine yielding quality of this Gift, the
more Universal power flows through you.
The 2nd Siddhi describes the state of Enlightenment or
Awakening. It is the cornerstone of all the Siddhic states,
being as it is the Essence of the Divine Feminine.
To transcend into Oneness is not easy to explain. If you see
Oneness as an experience to be attained or that may one
day happen to you, then you are caught within that straight
line between two points.
Oneness cannot be comprehended, only lived - it is the
unification of all opposites, this cannot be described, only
experienced.
It is the original nature of Consciousness
itself. A highly beautiful plan unfolding in time and space,
swept along by currents of evolution.
This is our final
destiny as a Species - to realize our state of Oneness and
Unity with All That Is.’
Assisting us all at the time of this new Moon, Jupiter at 290 Scorpio and Chiron at 280 Pisces are
aspecting each other and linking to the nodal points at O0 Leo/Aquarius.

The transits of Chiron bring more light into the cellular structure
as it weaves its way between the orbital path of Uranus and that
of Saturn – Chiron, known as the Wounded Healer, links to the
Christ Consciousness to the Christos energy awaiting
embodiment within Man and Jupiter is the planet that expands
our Awareness to new levels of Being, so these two cosmic
bodies at this point in time are seeking to expand our awareness
through the releasing and the healing of perceived wounds
Chiron on Gene Key 25 moves from the Shadow of Constriction
to the Gift of Acceptance to the Siddhi of Universal Love.
‘The Path of Love is the path of Acceptance. Acceptance is based on taking the soft approach to
life. In order to accept something about yourself, and especially something uncomfortable, it first
must be recognised. This kind of acceptance takes place when you build up the courage to look
into your own Shadow.
The 25th Siddhi is Love itself as the Source of all and in this sense it can be called Universal Love.
The sacred wound that hides within each human being can be understood at three levels of
consciousness – at the Shadow frequency the wound maintains human suffering, at the Gift
frequency the wound provokes humanity to evolve and at the Siddhic frequency the wound reveals
humanity’s true nature as an Expression of Universal Love.
Those Beings who have attained realisation through this 25th Siddhi become, in some form,
legends. Whether Buddha or the Christ – the aura of such a person shines like a light down the
centuries and is felt within the bloodlines of all future generations.’
And Jupiter on Gene Key 14 is moving from the
Competence to the Siddhi of Bonteousness.

Shadow of Compromise to the Gift of

‘Compromise implies a lack of imagination and an inability to believe in the power of your own
uniqueness and individuality. Compromise begins deep inside us. It begins when we are very
young, as we inherit the world Shadows from our parents and our schooling. Compromise cannot
bring you prosperity because it makes you a follower rather than a creator.
The 14th Gift of Competence harnesses this vast internal power found within the Solar Plexus.
When centred inside one breathes and moves with ease and confidence. The 14th Gift also
combines enthusiasm and flexibility with the power of attraction. You cannot be rigid and
Competent at the same time. Competence creates a powerful magnetic field that not only draws
in the right support but also has the ability to magnetise material wealth.
When the 14th Siddhi flowers within a human being they become a
driving force for humanity itself. Their every thought word and deed
reaches deep into the morphogenetic field and guides the whole of
humanity towards abundance. The mass dawning of the 14th Siddhi
would be the uniting of Heaven and Earth. Not just a Golden Age,
but a permanent state in which all humans take the helm together – a
state in which individual power and collective power become one and
the same – creating more and more abundance.
The ancient
Chinese named this archetype ‘Possession in Great Measure’. At
this level we need to view humanity as one large expanding genetic
spiritual vehicle. That is the true definition of Bounteousness.

Finally the North Nodal point which is the way forward for the collective karmic consciousness is
on 00 Leo Gene Key 56, moving from the Shadow of Distraction to the Gift of Enrichment to the
Siddhi of Intoxication.
‘People immersed in this 56th Siddhi have taken the Gift of Enrichment
to its ultimate zenith – they have allowed themselves to be pierced over
and over again by the highest frequencies of Love…. There is a Love
hiding within this Gene Key as awesome as anything anyone can
imagine. If you allow life’s arrows to pierce you one after another you
will eventually find yourself intoxicated by the Divine.
The South Nodal point, the collective karma, both positive and negative
from the past is on 00 Aquarius GK 60 , moving from the Shadow of
Limitation to the Gift of Realism to the Siddhi of Justice
‘The Shadow of Limitation represents one of the most potent forces responsible for pulling
humankind in the opposite direction of evolution. This is the Shadow that fears the new, the
innovative and the original. It is the counterweight to Life itself – It shuts down life receiving
faculties, essentially pulling life into ever tighter patterns over the course of time.
People with the 60th Gift understand that for anything new to take root in the material world it
must follow certain laws. The main Law of Manifestation in the material world is based on
structure. People with the 60th Gift are masters of creating structure, whether mental, emotional
or physical. These structures are holding stations for new ideas and energy and as such are of less
importance than the energy that comes through them. There is great capacity for magic in this
Gene Key which may sound odd as it is called the Gift of Realism. However the only thing needed
for magic to occur is some form of a structure and an open mind!
‘When a Being attains self-realisation through the 60th Siddhi,
something quite extraordinary happens, (and to the Shadow
consciousness something very frightening). The fundamental laws that
govern physical existence are loosened and in some cases broken
altogether. At a collective genetic level this kind of event is called a
frameshift mutation. The 60th Siddhi breaks all laws of our reality –
beginning with the Laws of Time and Gravity. There is an enormous
magic hidden within the 60th Gene Key. Every time a being attains
enlightenment through the 60th Siddhi, magic comes pouring through
this being and they become a phenomenon, a symbol of the breaking of
form – Masters who have attained the Body of Light.’
Both these Nodal points speak of the radical power of Love to shapeshift Time and the physical
world that we inhabit – they also speak of the structure which is required for any Manifestation to
take place and it is with this understanding of structure that the DK Rules were given to Alice
Bailey and so this New Moon is assisting and facilitating your Study of the Rules.
All Love and Blessings to you.
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Extracts from Gene Keys by Richard Rudd

